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+100Join Yahoo Answer and get to 100 points today.Theme‧Privacy‧AdaderChoices‧RSS‧HelpBout Answers‧Community Guide‧Leaderboard‧Knowledge partners ‧Points &amp;amp; partners LevelSe fendback ‧ Save your breath. You'll need it to ring up your date.~~~~~ I'm trying to imagine you with a personality.~~~~~~ I don't know what
your problem is, but I'll bet it's hard to pronounce.~~~ If you've had your life to live on again, do it overseas. Henny Youngman ~~ Where did you make your way, shop the pets?~Henny Youngman ~~~~~~You seem a talented scout for a cemetery.~Henny Youngman~~~~~~ The more I think of you, the less the less thinking that in you.- Henny Youngman
~~~~~ Don't walk behind me, so I can't lead. Do not walk before me, because I cannot follow. Don't walk beside me, either. Just let me the heck alone.~~~~~~ You look like a million bucks! (All green and wrinkled.) ~~~~ why don't you slide into something more comfortable... such a coma.~~~ I'll never forget a face... but in case you i will make an exception
!~~~~ what I am? Flypaper for freaks? ~~~~ beautiful computer. Do you have to marinate in it? ~~~~100,000 sperm to choose from, and you've been fastest.~~~~ I can be fat, but you're ugly, and I can diet.~~~~~ I'm not cheap, but I'm on special this week.~~~~~~~ Whatever kind of look you went for, you missed.~~~~~ What's the last dop on Wall Street?
My son! Henny Youngman ~~~See on T-Shirts: So few People, So Few Can Afford MeCoffee, Chocolate, Male... Some things just better richwanted: Significant relationships during the night were held at night, but not last night. If I agreed with you we'd both be wrong. I didn't say it was your fault, I said I went to blame it on you! I answer that you are the
wrong thing. Does your water stream have in your knowledge that you have fish in it? Ahh! I see that the sorry was visiting you again. I don't know what your problem is, but I'll bet it's hard to pronounce. How about never? Never good for you? I see you have set aside this special time to humiliate yourself in public I really easily get along with once you people
learn to worship me. I'm going to try being nicer if you're trying to have been smarter. I come out of my mind, but feel free to leave a message. I don't work here. I'm a consultant. It sounds like English, but I can't understand a word you're saying. I can see your point, but I still think you're full of it. I like you. You remind me when I was young and stupid. You're
valid my mistrust inherent to strangers. I have a lot of talent and vision. I just don't give a damn. I have already visualized the tapes standing on your mouth. I will always take care of the initial misconception I've had about you. Thank you. We are all refreshed and challenged by your unique point of view. The fact that no one understands you don't mean
you're an artist. Any connection between your facts and me purely coincident. What am I? Flypaper for freaks!? I was not crude. You're just overlooked. It's a work without Thanksgiving, but I've got a lot of Karma to burn. Yes, I am a silver of Satan, but my duties are largely ritual. No, my power could never be used for good. You sound reasonable. Time until
the medication. Who am I? I just spread out the bedroom with your banjo, wine-bottle views should be? Do I look like someone? This is not an office. It's hell with fluorescent lighting. I started out with nothing and still have most of it left. you! Off my planet! Is your train of thought to have a kaboo? Mistakes were made. Others will blame. I'm a PBS leader in an
MTV world. Allow me to introduce my levels. Whatever kind of look you went for, you missed. Well, your day is a total waste of makeup. Not all addresses are annoying. Some are dead. I'm trying to imagine you with a personality. A kibik is just a paded cell without a threshold. Stress is when you wake up screaming, and you realize you haven't fallen asleep
yet. Can I trade this job for what's threshold Number 1? Too many freaks, not circulating enough. Good column. Do you have to get married to it? Chaos, panic and disease. My job here makes How do I put a laser printer on sense? I thought I wanted a career, turned out I just wanted the checks. If I throw a stick, will you quit? Sarcasm is just one more
service we offer Bullying is a sport for the weak of mind &amp; cows of confidence. People insult each other because they are just plain jealousy, lacking any sort of fantasies &gt; will forever stay at the bottom of the dog of food, exactly where their own scholars can truly appreciate. The best way to execute a good coming start by looking good at waste of
the obnoxious brain waste in space before you very nearly. Make a careful note of their own evident weaknesses &amp; weaknesses &amp; pointed them out to everyone nearby. Compare them with anything seriously disgusted that will turn both heads &amp;amp; stomach looks&amp;gt, above all, make sure to address them with a wide could-not-give-A-
**-Smile.Seek fault of others is a natural human feature, hence, the closer the clock seems your moronic abuse or features, appearance or behavior pattern, entertaining the &amp; off more for them it will be! Quick example: Can your mother feed you with the cartil again this morning? Congregations on your personal successful brain donations! Are they new
trous or have you formed ***you again? Good! You've learned to speak our language for good! Hey, you don't dragging your knuckles when you walk again! Always remember standing up for yourself in life as no-one, regardless of their intentions, will do it for you! Bullying is a position if you want to be the more stupid in life so remember that &amp; I hope
that I could help in some small way? After all, they say in life that 'S*T*T Rivens' &amp; this is true because bullies are also born – same difference! There is nothing worse than a naturally; an intimidation is really a backyard, which gangs up with others tormented people. Bullies choose innocent victim who did nothing deserves directions. Sometimes the
intellectual has a bedroom effect even if they are a real jerk and teachers and the school think they are a great kid. These are the hard ones up, like the captain of the high school football team who has the support of the school and students. If you're sporadic, please tell an adult to trust what's going on so they can get you some help. The person you talk to
doesn't have to be your parents but someone who can help you know what to do. You can feel like you're leaving out or taking over at school, but it won't be like this forever. Great things are ahead for you in the future. In the choice, master all the bad karma that the sulfur vessel on others back and bite them in the ass. Ready to start standing for yourself, but
don't know where to start? Ever feels like you don't know what to tell people tough in your life? Our startup guide will show you how in step 3 simple. It's a game change - get it free for a limited time! SEND ME MY FREE GUIDE NOW! Top ten vinibacks for bulliesToo bad you can't Photoshop your ugly personality. Thank you for your brilliant portrait of a self-
centered assessment of the movie Of My Life. It's impressive that you are flexible enough to have your feet in your mouth and head up your ass at the same time. You should really come up with a warning label. Breaking news just in: You're an asshole! I finally got the last knife in the set you were stabbing in my back all these years. Heads up: I re gift. I'm
sorry I hurt your feelings when I called you a sociopath. I thought you already knew. Acting like a dick won't make you any bigger. Thank you for teaching me how sick and cruel someone can be. Since naarcissistic is too big a word for you. How about asshole? Do you understand ascension? Entrepreneur Elon Musk has bullied growing upSome kids to get
enlisted for being different, they are creative, intelligent and not afraid to have a point of view. Steve Jurvetson - Musk was one of those kids, he was awful off during his school days in South Africa.Maye Musk said of his son he was the youngest and youngest guy in his school and that he had chosen over all the time. ''It's very rough in South Africa,'' he said.
If you're annoying, you still have to go to school. You just have to get up in the morning and go. He hated it a lot. - Elon's brother, Kimbal MuskIf so says that the kid in Elon Musk. Today, the world knows Musk as a rich, engineering imagination - the man who makes electric cars mainstream and puts flares into space. Muscles survived naturally with the
support of his family, and that has belief he could do great things. Other things that saved him were computers and created businesses. Today it is known as one of the founders of PayPal and the founder of Tesla.Si you're imposed, not letting it define your future. You are able to accomplish amazing things. Elon has been overcome horrendous and he
showed all his enemies that he might. Plus come you might likeReady to start standing for yourself, but don't know where to start? Ever feels like you don't know what to tell people tough in your life? Our startup guide will show you how in step 3 simple. It's a game change - get it free for a limited time! SEND ME MY FREE GUIDE NOW! Received any
comments, questions or tips for dealing with someone else ultimate? Share them in the comments below. Below.
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